The Original
Power Tool
OFF-ROAD Product Guide

OUR HISTORY

Many improvements have been made over the years but
the jack’s basic design has remained the same. It has a
rated capacity of 4660 lb. (2114 kg) and a tested capacity of
7000 lb. (3175 kg). The jack is so well designed and so rugged it can lift, winch, clamp, pull and push. If you can think
of it, the Hi-Lift® Jack has been used for it.

A Foundation of Trust

All of us at the Bloomfield Manufacturing Company take our
company’s heritage seriously. We continue to operate on the
small company values and principles that our founder built
the business on over 100 years ago. We believe in providing
the highest possible quality products and standing behind
them. Our mission to never compromise on quality and value
has been the foundation for a long tradition of trust that has
established us as a world market leader.

We believe in providing the highest possible
quality products and standing behind them.
A Tradition of Innovation

Mr. Harrah loved to tinker and innovate.
It was in his blood. If he saw a need he
looked for a solution. The early years of
Hi-Lift® are marked with the creation of
many products that met people’s needs,
including the casket display cart, the
folding tea wagon, and the seven-use
hammer-hatchet-wirecutter-pliers tool.
We were there at the beginning of the
automobile age and worked tirelessly to
create new products for the car owner.

Family-owned since 1895

The Bloomfield Manufacturing Company
was established by Philip John Harrah in
1895 and is one of Indiana’s oldest companies. We are still owned and operated
by the Harrah family, now in the fourth
generation of family leadership. Today
we are the parent company to the HiLift® Jack Company and the Kant-Slam
Company.
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Kalamity Kar Kit

The early years of the
automobile were nothing
like today – that’s why we
invented the Kalamity Kar
Kit. It had everything a car owner might
need on roads designed for horses and
carriages. It had a pail to hold gasoline,
a siphon to transfer it, a steel tow strap
to get out of those unavoidable ruts and
ditches, and a waterproof sheet to keep a
driver clean while working under the car.

Above: Employees from early 1900’s.

Anvil-Vise-Drill Tool

One of the first products invented by
Mr. Harrah and manufactured by his new
company was the combination AnvilVise-Drill tool. The name says it all, and
its value around the farm and on the
road was unmistakable.

Automatic Combination Tool

Perhaps the
master stroke of
innovation was
the Automatic
Combination Tool,
the predecessor of today’s
Hi-Lift® Jack. It
was invented in
1905 and it soon
became commonly known as
the Handyman®
or Sheepherder’s Jack. Years later it was
as popular and useful as ever and we
renamed it the Hi-Lift® Jack.
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Quality

Load Capacity

The Hi-Lift® Jack has a rated load capacity of 4660 lb.** The ASME/ANSI
B30.1-2004 requires that the jack have a 150% safety factor times the rating
requirement.

Shear Bolt

Every Hi-Lift® Jack comes standard with a shear bolt which will shear to
prevent the jack being used on loads greater than 7000 lb.*** capacity. Our
tests, ASME/ANSI test, and many years of manufacturing, sales and technical experience have proven to us that 7000 lb. is a safe maximum limit for
operation of this type of jack. Some imitators offer a jack with an 8000 lb.
capacity up to only 12 inches on the bar. Our jacks are randomly tested to
7000 lb. to insure that the shear bolt is working correctly.

Designed for Demanding Situations

When it’s a heavy-duty off-road situation, the tool had better be a Hi-Lift®. It
doesn’t matter if you’re in the Moab desert canyons, the Welsh Mountains,
the Amazon jungle or the farmlands of the great Midwest, our jacks are
designed to help you survive in the most demanding situations. You get even
more out of the Hi-Lift® Jack with a full-range of specially designed accessories, the Hi-Lift jack is just about the most versatile piece of off-roading
equipment you can buy.
**4660 lb. is equivalent to 2114 kg.
***7000 lb. is equivalent to 3175 kg.

The Difference is Quality
Quality and Versatility

The Hi-Lift Jack is rugged, highly
versatile and it puts you in command
of the situation, whether lifting, pushing,
pulling, winching or clamping. After all,
that’s what matters in any off-road
situation. And you can be confident in
the Hi-Lift® Jack because we have a
history of quality that goes back over
100 years. We did things right then,
and we continue to do things right
now to assure you have the best tool
available anywhere.
®

We can guarantee quality products because we put our components through
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rigorous quality control testing. Our
castings, nuts, bolts and steel bolts are
randomly tested for strength, hardness
and conformity. After assembly, every
single jack that we build is placed under
a load and tested for malfunctions
before it is packaged. Our goal is 0%
defects, 100% customer satisfaction.

Meeting Safety Standards

We test our jacks to make sure they
meet our safe-capacities for every
requirement it might be called upon
to perform whether winching, spreading, pulling, clamping, or lifting loads.
Hi-Lift® Jacks conform to the minimum

requirements of the AS/NZS 2693:2007
international standard for vehicle jacks.
The Hi-Lift® also conforms to the
minimum requirements of ASME B30.12004 international standard* for general
purpose and mechanical ratchet-type
jacks. All the rated capacities listed in
our specifications are based on the
ASME B30.1-2004 international standard. The ASME PALD-2005 standard
has been developed to address specifications for portable automotive lifting
devices only, not multi-purpose tools
such as the Hi-Lift® jack.

* ASME/ANSI B30.1-2004 standard is 4660 lb. (2114 kg)
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Quality

The Only All-Cast Jack

The Hi-Lift® Jack Company offers the only all-cast jack manufactured
in the world today. Our casting jack is manufactured from high yield
and tensile strength iron castings, the same durable metal that we
have used for over 100 years.
We exert rigid quality control and maintain control of the price by
stamping and forming all the parts in house. Only Hi-Lift® Jacks are
made with a two-piece handle and socket design that is built for
extended life. Cheaper imitations use a one-piece design that bends
easily if lateral pressure is applied while lifting a load.

Five Different Lengths of Jacks

We give you the right jack for the right job by offering something our
competitors just can’t; five different lengths of jacks. See specs for
lengths and ranges.

The Top Winch-Connector Clamp Advantage

Every jack comes complete with a top winch connector-clamp which
is essential for performing the wide variety of tasks of which the jack is
capable. Ours is the only mechanical jack we know of that offers the
top winch-connector clamp as standard equipment.
Availability of Products and Parts
We keep a complete inventory of product and repair parts that are
available for immediate shipment both for domestic and international
customers. Just one more reason we stay ahead of the competition.

. . . the most versatile piece of

off-roading equipment
you can buy
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All-Cast Jacks

All-Cast Jacks
Hi-Lift® all-cast jacks are the only all-cast jacks
manufactured in the world today.
Available in 3 sizes:

HL-425
HL-485
HL-605

(42”/107cm)

Top Winch-Connector Clamp
Fitted as standard with
every Hi-Lift® Jack.

(48”/122cm)
(60”/152cm) illustrated

The Top Winch-Connector Clamp is supplied as standard with all
Hi-Lift Jacks. The component gives the jack its multifunctionality,
allowing the jack to be used in winching and clamping modes.
Each jack is tested in accordance with ASME B30.1-2004
standard giving a rated load capacity of 4660 lbs. (2114kg)
and a tested load capacity of 7000 lbs. (3175 kg.) achieving
a 150% safety factor.

Powder-coated Finish
High quality, durable finish
with zinc-plated hardware.

Additionally, each jack is fitted with a safety shear bolt
which prevents the jack from being used on loads greater
than 7000 lbs./3175 kg.
Safe Use Information
Including rated load details
and operating instructions.

Product Specifications
				

HL-425		

HL-485		

HL-605

Size				42”		107 cm		48”		122 cm		60”		152 cm
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Min. Lift Height			

4.5”		

11.43 cm

4.5”		

11.43 cm

4.5”		

11.43 cm

Max. Lift Height		

34”		

86.36 cm

38.63”		

98.12 cm

49.75”		

126.37 cm

Overall Height			46”		116.84 cm

50.75”		128.91 cm

61.75”		156.85 cm

Width				5”		12.7 cm

5”		12.7 cm

5”		12.7 cm

Depth				9.63”		24.46 cm

9.63”		24.46 cm

9.63”		24.46 cm

Rated Load (RL)		

4660 lbs

2113 kg

4660 lbs

2113 kg

4660 lbs

2113 kg

RL on upper 12”/30.5 cm

-		

-		

-		

-		

2660 lbs

1206 kg

Tested Load (TL)		

7000 lbs

3175 kg

7000 lbs

3175 kg

7000 lbs

3175 kg

TL on upper 12”/30.5 cm

-		

-		

-		

-		

4000lbs

1814 kg

Winching capacity		

5000 lbs

2268 kg

5000 lbs

2268 kg

5000 lbs

2268 kg

Clamping capacity		

750 lbs		

340 kg		

750 lbs		

340 kg		

750 lbs		

340 kg

Weight				

27.78 lbs

12.6 kg		

28.16 lbs

12.77 kg

31.31 lbs

14.2 kg

Two-Piece Handle and Socket
Proven to be the most reliable
and durable design.
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Cast & steel Jacks

Cast & Steel Jacks
Affordable Quality and Strength

We provide an affordable alternative to our all-cast jacks
with the Hi-Lift® cast and steel jack. By using 4 stamped
high-strength steel parts in place of castings you get a jack that
meets the same rigorous quality standards as our all-cast jack.
Available in 4 sizes:

Top Winch-Connector Clamp
Fitted as standard with every
Hi-Lift® Jack.

HL-364 (36”/91cm)
HL-424 (42”/107cm)
HL-484 (48”/122cm) illustrated
HL-604 (60”/152cm)
Powder-coated Finish
High quality, durable finish
with zinc-plated hardware.

Safe Use Information
Including rated load details
and operating instructions.

Product Specifications
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HL-364		

HL-424		

HL-484			

HL-604

Size				36”		91 cm		42”		107 cm

48”		122 cm		60”		152 cm

Min. Lift Height		

4.5”		

11.43 cm

4.5”		

11.43 cm

4.5”		

11.43 cm		

4.5”		

11.43 cm

Max. Lift Height		

27”		

68.58 cm

32”		

81.28 cm

37.24”		

94.59 cm		

48.25”		

122.56 cm

Overall Height			41”		104.14 cm

43.5”		110.49 cm

48.75”		123.83 cm		59.25”		150.5 cm

Width				5”		12.7 cm

5”		12.7 cm

5”		12.7 cm		5”		12.7 cm

Depth				9.63”		24.46 cm

9.63”		24.46 cm

9.63”		24.46 cm		9.63”		24.46 cm

Rated Load (RL)		

4660 lbs

4660 lbs

4660 lbs

4660 lbs

2113 kg

RL on upper 12”/30.5 cm

-		-		-		-		-		-			2660 lbs

1206 kg

Tested Load (TL)		

7000 lbs

7000 lbs

3175 kg

TL on upper 12”/30.5 cm

-		-		-		-		-		-			4000 lbs

1814 kg

Winching capacity		

5000 lbs

2268 kg

5000 lbs

2268 kg

5000 lbs

2268 kg		

5000 lbs

2268 kg

Clamping capacity		

750 lbs		

340 kg		

750 lbs		

340 kg		

750 lbs		

340 kg			

750 lbs		

340 kg

Weight				

25 lbs		

11.35 kg

26.35 lbs

11.95 kg

27.66 lbs

12.55 kg		

30.12 lbs

13.66 kg

2113 kg
3175 kg

7000 lbs

2113 kg
3175 kg

7000 lbs

2113 kg 		
3175 kg		

Two-Piece Handle and Socket
Proven to be the most reliable
and durable design.
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X-Treme Jacks

X-Treme Jacks
Performance in the X - T r e m e

The Hi-Lift® X-TREME is for the serious Hi-Lift® user.
At the core is our “top of the line” all-cast jack.
Available in 2 sizes, 48-inches and 60-inches.
Available in 2 sizes:

XT-485 (48”/122cm) illustrated
XT-605 (60”/152cm)
Charcoal Metallic Powder-Coat Finish

This finish is a truly unique look that separates it from
the standard Hi-Lift®.

Gold Zinc-Coat Hardware

We ensure the greatest resistance to rust for extreme
use by gold zinc-coating all the hardware, the winchclamp-spreader attachment, and the handle.

Unique Winch-Clamp-Spreader Attachment

Winch, clamp or spread up to 5,000 lbs. And,use one
position for all winching, clamping, and spreading needs.

Spreading

3/8” chain slot for easy, secure
winching and quick slack adjustment.
No hook is required.

Quick tightening wing nut.
Attachable at any point on the jacks I-beam.
Cut-out wedge
for gripping when spreading
Unique Winch-Clamp-Spreader Attachment
is gold zinc-coated to ensure
the greatest resistance to rust

Charcoal Metallic Powder-Coat Finish
provides a high quality, durable finish

Quick-Reference Safety Information
is shown on the handle and includes rated
load details and operating instructions

Two-Piece Handle & Socket
has proven to be the most reliable and durable
design on the market

Lifting

Product Specifications
					

Clamping

7/8” shackle holes for easy,
secure, non-binding attachment

XT-485			

XT-605

Distinctive Hi-Lift®
X-TREME labeling

Size					48”		122 cm		60”		152 cm
Min. Lift Height			4.5”		11.43 cm		4.5”		11.43 cm
Max. Lift Height			38.63”		98.12 cm		48.75”		126.37 cm
Overall Height				50.75”		128.91 cm		61.75”		156.85 cm
Width					5”		12.7 cm		5”		12.7 cm
Depth					9.63”		24.46 cm		9.63”		24.46 cm
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Rated Load (RL)			

4660 lbs

2113 kg		

4660 lbs

2113 kg

RL on upper 12”/30.5 cm		

-		

-			

2660 lbs

1206 kg

Tested Load (TL)			

7000 lbs

3175 kg		

7000 lbs

3175 kg

TL on upper 12”/30.5 cm		

-		

-			

4000 lbs

1814 kg

Winching capacity			

5000 lbs

2268 kg		

5000 lbs

2268 kg

Clamping capacity			

5000 lbs

2268 kg		

5000 lbs

2268 kg

12.77 kg		31.31 lbs

14.2 kg

Weight					28.16 lbs

Winching

Quick-release pin for easy removal
of foot piece
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UTV Jacks

UTV Jacks
Perfect Jack at the Perfect Size

The all black powder-coated jack and handle, gold zinc-coated
hardware and attachment of this “original power tool” of
the off-road market precisely positioned to meet the everincreasing demands of the UTV market. It is sized perfectly
for UTV operators going off-road plus it comes standard with
a winch/clamp/spreader tool attachment.
This jack allows you to lift from many locations instead
of being limited to specific points under the UTV. It offers greater
capacity with a 4,660 lb. rated load limit. This multi-purpose
tool out performs other jacks by providing the ability to lift, winch,
pull, spread, and clamp. Use it in water, mud, sand, and snow.
It’s the perfect tool for all conditions.

Top Winch-Connector Clamp
Fitted as standard with every
Hi-Lift® Jack.

Powder-coated Finish
High quality, durable finish
with zinc-plated hardware.

Available in 2 sizes:

UTV-364 (36”/91cm) illustrated
UTV-424 (42”/107cm)
Safe Use Information
Including rated load details
and operating instructions.

Product Specifications
					

UTV-364

UTV-424

Size					36”		91 cm			42”		107 cm

Two-Piece Handle and Socket
Proven to be the most reliable
and durable design.

Min. Lift Height			4.5”		11.43 cm		4.5”		11.43 cm
Max. Lift Height			27”		68.58 cm		32”		81.28 cm
Overall Height				41”		104.14 cm		43.5”		110.49 cm
Width					5”		12.7 cm		5”		12.7 cm
Depth					9.63”		24.46 cm		9.63”		24.46 cm
Rated Load (RL)			

4660 lbs

2113 kg		

4660 lbs

2113 kg

RL on upper 12”/30.5 cm		-		-			-		-		
Tested Load (TL)			

7000 lbs

3175 kg		

7000 lbs

3175 kg

TL on upper 12”/30.5 cm		-		-			-		-		
Winching capacity			

5000 lbs

2268 kg		

5000 lbs

2268 kg

Clamping capacity			750 lbs		340 kg			750 lbs		340 kg		
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Weight					25 lbs		11.35 kg		26.35 lbs

11.95 kg
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Accessories

Adjustable Tube Mounts
TM-700 / TM-750
ADJUSTABLE TUBE MOUNTS
Hi-Lift Adjustable Tube Mounts
allow you to securely store
your Hi-Lift® Jack in locations
that are ideal for easy removal
when needed.

4XRac

Hood Mounts
A. HM-800 JK HOOD MOUNT (07-present)
B. HM-825 TJ HOOD MOUNT (97-06)
C. HM-850 CJ/YJ HOOD MOUNT (55-95)

Mount your Hi-Lift® Jack within easy reach on any Jeep
Wrangler (jk, tj, cj/yj). Mounts directly to existing hood
hinge holes, no drilling required. 6061-T6 structural anodized
aluminum for strength, durability, and a clean look.

A.

B.

C.

Lock It Down

and Go
Jack Covers

Mounting Accessories
A. 4x400 4XRAC
The 4 x 400 is a heavy-duty mounting
system for the serious off-roader.

A.

B. LR-200 LOC-RAC
The LR-200 conveniently mounts and locks
your Hi-Lift Jack® in your pick-up truck bed.
Includes lock and suits all models.

B.

A. JP-350 JACK PROTECTOR
The JP-350 vinyl bag protects your jack
from the elements. One size fits all.
B. NJC NEOPRENE JACK COVER
The NJC is a tight-fitting, quick-drying, machine
washable, neoprene jack zip-on cover that offers a
level of mud and dirt protection for the main lifting
mechanism (running gear) of the Hi-Lift® Jack. This
helps keep the jack properly lubricated and protected
from the elements so it’s ready to go when needed.

Neoprene Jack Cover

B.
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A.

Loc-Rac
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Accessories
Lift Mate

Bumper Lift

Off-Road Kit
Axe

Shovel

Off-Road Base

Handle Keeper
Pickaxe

Rugged Options for Off-Road
A.

B.

C.

HANDLE-ALL
A. BL-250 BUMPER LIFT
The BL-250 is designed to fit curved steel
bumpers. The rugged design has a lifting
capacity of 3,000 lbs. (1361 kg).

One Tool – Four Uses!

The Handle-All is an incredibly versatile tool with a telescoping handle and 4 fullsize implement heads. It’s compact, rugged, and perfect for all those times you
go off-road but want full-size utility.

Sledge Hammer

B. LM-100 LIFT MATE
We’ve designed the LM-100 to provide a lift
point from most wheels for quick and easy
lifting. Lifting capacity is 5,000 lbs. (2273 kg).

D.

F.

E.

C. HK-B HANDLE KEEPER
HK-R HANDLE KEEPER
Available in both black and red, the HK-B
and HK-R are designed to slip over the
Hi-Lift® handle and I-beam to keep them
parallel and secured when stored.
D. ORB OFF-ROAD BASE
The ORB fits all our models and helps prevent
the jack from sinking on soft surfaces.
E. ORK OFF-ROAD KIT
The ORK includes a winch attachment, winch
tensioner, tree strap, d-ring shackle, Hi-Lift®
gloves and gear bag. Winch time is reduced
significantly using the winch attachment and
tensioner together.
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F. FK-1 FIX-IT KIT
The FK-1 contains all the key components
for servicing all Hi-Lift® model jacks.

Tie Down Everything But Your Imagination!
Get incredible tie-down versatility for your
truck, trailer, SUV and more, with the SlideN-Lock easy-to-use, moveable locking
points. The rust-free design ensures an
attractive appearance in any vehicle.

Part #		Description				Product Weight
BXR68B

68” (173 cm) – Black Slide-N-Lock

11 lbs. (5 kg)

BXR68S

68” (173 cm) – Silver Slide-N-Lock

11 lbs. (5 kg)

BXR93B

93” (236 cm) – Black Slide-N-Lock

13 lbs. (6kg)

BXR93S

93” (236 cm) – Silver Slide-N-Lock

13 lbs. (6kg)

SWR22B

22” (28 cm) – Black Slide-N-Lock

3.10 lbs. (1.42 kg)

SWR22S

22” (28 cm) – Silver Slide-N-Lock

3.10 lbs. (1.42 kg)
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The Bloomfield Manufacturing Company prides itself on manufacturing
the highest quality products, no matter what the use.
“From the time-tested Hi-Lift® Jack and accessory lines,
to the Handle-All and Slide-N-Lock tie-down system,
users can be assured of the highest quality of equipment at a fair price.”

The Bloomfield Manufacturing Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 228 46 W. Spring St.
Bloomfield, IN 47424-0228, USA
Toll-free: (800) 233-2051
Direct: (812) 384-4441
Fax: (812) 384-4592

www.hi-lift.com

Design, materials and specifications of items described herein are subject to change without notice.
BMC is not responsible for printing errors inadvertently made in the production of this catalog.
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